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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
One of the industries that have

experienced a major setback during the

pandemic is travel and tourism. It is

estimated that the hotel and tourism

industry has declined in revenues by

eighty percent which is more than

substantial damage. An overwhelming

majority of accommodations and travel

experiences have substantially less

business or out outright shut down their

operations.

The overall business of travel and tourism

in terms of reservations is expected to

perform under capacity until at least

2025. This will not only have an impact

on the businesses but the economy, as

well as thousands of people.
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The important aspect that should be kept

in mind is that the travel and tourism

industry present a great opportunity to

reap immense profitability in the coming

years. Right now, the businesses are

highly undervalued by up to eighty

percent because of the pandemic. As the

vaccination programs start to roll out

across different countries, these

businesses will bounce back stronger

than ever-increasing in value.

That's where Galileo Travel Futures is

introducing the opportunity for you to

participate in the future of tourism by

leveraging pandemic pricing to enhance

the travel experience to new levels over

the course of the next five years relying

on transferable NFT hospitality vouchers.

The $TRVL token will open new doors of

for tourism built on the blockchain.
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NEAR FUTURE
FORECAST

If we take the outlook beyond 2021 into

consideration, after COVID Variant

Delta, global tourist arrivals are

expected to rebound in the second half

of 2022. However, this outcome is based

on the assumption that the pandemic will

be contained slowly and gradually and

the vaccine rollout will take place across

countries leading to substantial

improvement in traveler confidence and

significant leniency in travel restrictions

by the second half of the year.

The expected rebound is also a result of

the massive suppressed demand after

more than a year of travel restrictions

and closed borders. While the rebound is

believed to continue in 2023 as travel

restrictions are lifted and the COVID-19

pandemic is contained across all

continents, global tourism may still take 3

to 4 years to return to 2019 levels. The

recovery durations for every scenario are

as follows:
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Scenario One: Recovery in 2.5 years

i.e. by mid-2023

Scenario Two: Recovery in 3 years i.e.

by the end of 2023

Scenario Three: Recovery in 4 years

i.e. by the end of 2024

These scenarios are heavily dependent

on a multitude of factors that we need

to take into consideration. Some of the

key factors include the following:

PANDEMIC CONTAINMENT

The time duration of the pandemic is

expected to last and when a

cure/vaccine will be accessible to

everyone.

EASE IN TRAVEL BANS

The time duration in which different

countries will start to lift travel bans and

ease restrictions. The impact of social

distancing rules will also be a major

factor.

ECONOMIC IMPACT

The effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on

the global economy and the time it will

take to recover from it. This will also be

determined by the consumers' spending

decisions.
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CHAOS CREATES NEW
OPPORTUNITIES

The sheer extent of underutilized assets

in the travel and tourism sector means

that there are billions of dollars of

growth to return to the sector. While

these assets have continued to decline in

value since the inception of the COVID-

19 pandemic, it is only a matter of time

as the government starts to roll out

vaccination programs which can further

lead to leniency in travel bans and

border restrictions leading to substantial

growth to the sector.

BUSINESS & CONSUMER CONFIDENCE

Another major factor that will play a key

role is the time it will take for businesses

as well as consumers to start considering

travel and tourism as safe activity once

again. 

QUALITY OF GOVERNANCE

One of the major drivers of the rebound

in the travel and tourism industry will be

the efforts and initiatives of different

governments. The more effective the

steps are, the quicker the recovery of

travel and tourism across the globe.
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Help businesses in the travel and

tourism sector keep their heads

above the water

Support tens of thousands of jobs

across different areas

Provide support to regional and

global economies, especially those

that are reliant on travel and tourism

Help realize upside potential of

sector growth of 200% to 400% in

the next 3 to 4 years

Enable you to enjoy tourism and

vacations in the future for a fraction

of the standard pricing

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY CREATES A

WIN-WIN SCENARIO
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WHAT IS
GALILEO
TRAVEL
FUTURES

Headed by bestselling author Arthur

Carmazzi, global guru, and resort

owner, Galileo Travel Futures leverages

these opportunities through a

blockchain that enables the average

person to buy $TRVL tokens which can

be used to purchase highly discounted

Travel Vouchers that are valid for 3 to

5 years. These can also be turned into

non-fungible tokens or NFTs.

For instance, the average Ocean Side

Villa at the Bulgari Resort Bali was

approximately US$6000 in 2019 and

currently sells for approximately

US$870. Galileo Travel Futures can buy

and hold the voucher. When tourism

returns in full, the value of the voucher

may increase or decrease in value

depending on economic conditions. 
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Example

We will create a package deal with Ritz

Carlton in Marina del Rey, CA to assume

120 rooms for 1 week at a rate of only 80

dollars a night. When the holders have

the app they will be notified with a

message that there is a new deal at the

Ritz Carlton they login to the app and

click to lock in the reservations. 

Holders that own and stake TRVL tokens

will get VIP service and be notified first

about the deal. The user will login and

press purchase, only when all 120 rooms

are booked by users of the Galileo app

will their credit card be changed for the

one week stay in Ritz Carlton. 

GALILEO MOBILE APP

This is the native cryptocurrency or

altcoin of Galileo Travel Futures

blockchain that will be sold on the

Binance Smart Chain. It has been

especially created to fund the purchase

of travel, tourism, and experience

vouchers and support the Membership

structure. Another underlying purpose is

to ensure increment in value so buyers

who have invested in the token can

improve their holdings and prosper

financially.
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THE $TRVL
TOKEN

Reduced fees

NFT Access

Access to flash loans you need to

stake a certain amount of TRVL

tokens.

Star access to exclusive deals u need

high level of staked tokens

Notifications before others if u have

a large amount stakes, VIP access

Staking rewards

THE TOKEN HOLDER BENEFITS: 

TRVL TOKEN BENEFITS ARE AS

FOLLOWS:

1. VIP deal access

2. Cashback rewards

STAKING POOLS

TRVL will have a multitude of staking and

LP options for users with the token such

as:
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LP: TRLV / BNB

LP: TRLV / BUSD

Stake: TRVL 

TRVL is the native token of Galileo Travel

Futures blockchain that will reside on the

(BSC) Binance Smart Chain protocol. It

has been especially created to fund the

purchase of the travel, tourism, and

experience vouchers and support the

Membership structure. Another

underlying purpose is to ensure

increment in value so buyers who have

purchased the token can improve their

holdings.

The $TRVL token will become more

readily used as more NFT vouchers are

used and additional liquidity for the

token is created. Pre-sale for $TRVL will

be announced on Galileo Travel Futures’

official Telegram and Twitter.
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You can buy $TRVL tokens on the

Binance Smart Chain to acquire

highly discounted hotel and

experience entitlements that come

with a minimum of 3 year and up to 5

year validity.

A percentage of the collected funds

will be used to invest in promising

tourism projects.

As COVID-19 vaccination programs

are rolled out and travel bans are

lifted, enhanced consumer

confidence will have a positive

impact.

Token holders will be entitled to join

in ownership of global tourist

attractions and share in the monthly

paid rewards.

Elite Club members who have

minimum token stakes will get

exclusive NFT Tickets to travel to

exotic places and Mastermind with

Arthur Carmazzi and other high-

profile guests.
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KEY BENEFITS
OF GALILEO
TRAVEL FUTURES

DISCOUNTED
ACCOMMODATION AND
EXPERIENCE
ENTITLEMENTS

As you might have already read that the

current accommodation prices are over

80% cheaper as compared to the pre-

pandemic prices, buying in Galileo Travel

Futures means that consumers will be

able to stay at their favorite resort,

hotel, or other location for a fraction of

a price. Buying Galileo Travel Futures will

give consumers access to discounted

accommodation vouchers which they can

redeem in the coming years.
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THE ABILITY FOR CLUB
MEMBERS TO POOL
RESOURCES

The average user and traveler may never

get a chance to rent a castle, charter a

500ft luxury Yacht, or fly in a private jet,

but with the Galileo Travel Futures NFT

Vault, members can pool together for

entitlements that may normally be out of

reach. This provides incentives offered by

no other travel and experience

organization.

ELITE CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

Users who have minimum token stakes

will be rewarded Elite Club Membership

and they will be entitled to get exclusive

NFT Tickets to travel to exotic places

with the project's mastermind Arthur

Carmazzi and other high profile guests.

This will enable you to enjoy your

experiences and enhance your exposure

through personal and professional

networking. 
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ENABLING TOURISM TO
RETURN EARLY THROUGH
INCREASED LIQUIDITY

After Varient Delta, it is estimated that

half of the tourism will return by 2023

but it can take up to 5 years until we see

pre-pandemic levels. According to

experts, these estimates are wildly

optimistic and only 2 out of 10 believe

that tourism will start to return in 2022.

By helping travel and tourism businesses

financially, we can help them raise funds

required to survive through these

challenging times.

MAINSTREAM
SIMPLICITY

Even though we are dealing with

blockchain, the Member and Partner

registration and simultaneous wallet

creation process should be easy without

the burden of remembering mnemonics

or installing browser plugins. Using the

FIO protocol, Galileo Travel Futures users

or partners will be able to create Unique

Human-meaningful crypto addresses and

signatures like “Hyatt@Bali”,

“Rafting@Juggernaut”, or

Samuel@Traveler
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HOW DO GALILEO
TRAVEL FUTURES
WORK?

The first step of the process involves

transferring token liquidity to NFT

entitlements. This is done through

purchasing travel and tourism related

entitlements with bulk pandemic pricing.

STEP 2 - PURCHASING
NFT ENTITLEMENTS
During the subsequent phase, members

buy entitlements at the market price

using their fiat currency or crypto funds.

It should be kept in mind that additional

discounts are rewarded to the users who

are using TRVL tokens to buy these NFT

entitlements.

STEP 1 – TRANSFERRING
LIQUIDITY TO NFT
ENTITLEMENTS

STEP 3 - TRAVEL
ASSETS DASHBOARDS
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STEP 4 - STAKING
$TRVL TOKENS
Members can also stake their TRVL

tokens to support the initiative and help

people stay employed and businesses

stay open through their purchase. When

members stake their $TRVL tokens, they

will also earn travel NTF rewards based

on their magnitude of participation.

STEP 5 – LIQUIDITY
ADDED

The returns made through sale of NFT

entitlements and transaction fees are

allocated to the liquidity of the TRVL

token.

The status of NFT entitlements that are

bought by consumers and members are

shown in Travel Assets Dashboard. The

user interface is friendly and intuitive so

users can navigate without any issue.

This dashboard will allow consumers as

well as members to sell, trade, or redeem

their vouchers during the period of next 3

to 5 years.
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Purchase Travel entitlements at

pandemic pricing, as the pandemic

subsides, pandemic pricing may

fluctuate depending on market

conditions.

Each transaction will be charge

$3.50 whether it is buy, sell, or trade

Galileo Travel Futures will also invest

in tourism projects that have extreme

potential buy may have run out of

funding during the pandemic. These

investments will be negotiated to

supply returns no less than quarterly

once in operation.

Disaster relief – there may be many

natural disasters in the future that

may affect high value tourist

destinations which will create

opportunities to support various

businesses till they get back on their

feet

 

WHERE GALILEO
TRAVEL FUTURES
MAKES MONEY
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GALILEO
FUTURE
TRAVEL

APRIL 2021

H·Hire a team of highly skilled and

experienced blockchain developers

·Draft and issue a detailed

whitepaper outlining the project’s

aims and objectives

The roadmap outlines the primary and

secondary objectives of the GALILEO

FUTURE TRAVEL project that the team

intends to accomplish on a month-to-

month basis.
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TRVL token to early investors to raise

funds for MVP

MAY 2021



·Revise smart contacts for token and

vesting 

·Modify Travel Futures brand to

Galileo Future Travel for legal

purposes. 
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·Set up and test smart contracts on

BSCtestnet  

·Adding Bali destination Experiences

and Packages at up to 80% discounts    

JUNE 2021

JULY 2021

AUGUST 2021



SEPTEMBER 2021 

·Striking strategic partnerships to develop

a support ecosystem around TRVL project

·Make staking contracts live so TRVL

stakers can get free NFT entitlements

·Incorporate FIO Protocol to create

Personalized Wallet addresses and

Personalize NFT Signing for Partner

security

·Advertising retail site travelfutures.club

with the Galileo Future Travel Branding on

Instagram and Youtube

·Adding the celebrity, millionaire

mastermind with Marshall Goldsmith,

Arthur Carmazzi, and more in exotic

locations to the staking reward pool

Conducting a public AMA

·Launching marketing campaigns for TRVL

token

Initial DEX Offering 

·Initiating and analyzing feedback from

staked token holders

·Introduce Complete Family NFT

Vacations
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OCTOBER 2021

Introduce Thailand as new location
Continue to sign crazy and unique
luxury experiences and identifying
unique destinations
Building out and promoting the
Galileo Future Travel Family
Community pages for interaction with
other members, users, and stakers
Create Cross-marketing contracts
with accommodation and
experienced partners
PR about how many businesses and
jobs we have saved investigation into
tourism-related surpluses in
depressed luxury markets 
Complete BETA of Galileo Flash
Travel App
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NOVEMBER 2021

·Adding the GALIEO FLASH TRAVEL

APP lottery to sell Bulk rooms in 24

hours 

·“High stakers” promotion to win high-

end experiences like private jet rides

and celebrity masterminds

·Advertising and launching retail site

in North America travelfutures.club

·Entering additional partnerships with

theme parks and attractions to offer

on travelfutures.club

·Integrating membership where

members pay monthly but can buy

travel vouchers at original price +15%

·Introduce new celebrity masterminds

and the Millionaire Jetsetter club 

·Expanding holding through

identifying and investing in depressed

tourism-related or depressed assets.

·Create a launchpad for Tourism

related projects 
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GALILEO
FUTURE TRAVEL
ECOSYSTEM
The TRVL ecosystem is a diverse and vast

set of functions, features, and rewards

that will help Galileo Travel Futures to

acquire success. The primary pillar is

staking which involves depositing TRVL to

achieve travel asset rewards. Members

can also acquire T-shares which are used

to get travel assets through staking. 

These NFT coded Travel Assets are

sellable, tradable, and redeemable and

include travel experiences such as

helicopter rides, theme park tickets, yoga

training, cruises and more as well as

accommodations including hotels, villas,

luxury penthouses, and the list goes on.

On the other side of the ecosystem are

celebrity masterminds whom members

can meet at exotic locations, millionaire

jetsetters club, travel club family, and

different ways to find travel buddies. All

of this is enveloped in a P2P marketplace

allowing members to sell, trade, and buy

everything.
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TOKENOMICS

100,000,000

PRE-SALE ON LAUNCHPAD (SEED,

PRIVATE A & B, IDO)

10,000,000 

TEAM/PARTNERS

8,000,000 

FOUNDATION (UNLOCKED – NON-

CIRCULATING)

54,000,000 TRVL TOKENS FOR

MARKETING, STRATEGIC

PARTNERS, ADVISORS,

INFRASTRUCTURE,

DEVELOPMENT, AND

EXCHANGES

STAKING REWARDS

6,000,000

RESERVE LOCKED FOR INCENTIVES

12,000,000

LIQUIDITY

10,000,000

TOTAL SUPPLY

TRVL TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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TOKEN SALE

FUND ROUNDS
 

SEED 

PRIVATE SALE A*

PRIVATE SALE B

TOKENS PRICE FUNDS RAISED

INITIAL DEX
OFFERING 

$0.04

$0.10

$0.10

$0.125

$100,000

$300,000

$250,000

$250,000

2,500,000 

3,000,000

2,500,000

2,000,000

TOTAL RAISE: $900,000
 

MARKET CAP @ TGE.            *  HARD CAP 
 $90,000      $900,000

*THE ABOVE MARKET CAP EXCLUDES LIQUIDITY ON THE DAY OF THE TOKEN GENERATING EVENT. 
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TOKEN VESTING 

FUND 

SEED 

PRIVATE SALE A

PRIVATE SALE B

ALLOCATION PRICE VESTING

PUBLIC SALE 

$0.04

$0.10

$0.10

$0.125

10% unlocked at l isting and
10% released every month

10% unlocked at l isting
and 10% released every

month

10% unlocked at l isting
and 10% released every

month

no vesting

2.5%

3%

2.5%

2%

ECOSYSTEM

FUND 

LIQUIDITY

TEAM 

MARKETING /
PARTNERSHIPS

ALLOCATION PRICE VESTING

USED FOR PURCHASING NFT
INVESTMENTS FOR RESALE

LISTING PRICE
$0.125

10% unlocked at l isting and 10% released
every month

 

10% unlocked at l isting and 10% released
every month

10% unlocked at l isting and 10% released
every month

 
10% unlocked at l isting and 10% released

every month.  This is converted into travel
NFT assets (the product)  that can be

immediately turned around at 20% value
and increases in value 

10%

8%

5%

50%

INFRASTRUCTURE /
DEVELOPMENT

0% Unlocked at Launch and 5% released
monthly

 
5%

RESERVE AND COMMUNITY
REWARDS 

10% unlocked at l isting and 10% released
every month.  

3 4
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MEET THE
CORE TEAM

ARTHUR CARMAZZI – CEO 

Ranked in 2021 as the #1 of the world's

top 30 Thought Leaders in Organizational

Culture and #10 in Leadership categories

by Global Gurus, Arthur F. Carmazzi has

25 years of experience specializing in

psychological approaches to leadership

and corporate culture transformation

with an emphasis on Work Gamification

Strategies to achieve Employee

Engagement and Innovative High

Performance. He has traveled to 58

countries and understand the needs and

desires of the traveler

He is the owner of the Avalon Resort in

Ubud Bali and innovator in the areas of

new technology applied to

organizational performance with online

apps and tools like the CBCI Colored

Brain system, Squadli Behavior

Gamification App, the 360 Management

Mirror perception gap tool, and the

Culture Evolution Assessment system 
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JUAN MANUEL OCHOA
HEAD OF BLOCKCHAIN

Dedicated to the Galileo Project with

extensive experience and speed as a

Smart contract and blockchain

integration expert. With expertise in

Open Zeppelin 

- Setting Up Access Control for Smart

Contracts

- Managing Smart Contract Upgrades

- Indexing Smart Contracts

- Secure Development Series

- Ethereum and Solidity structures and

implementation 



SURYA PRATAP SINGH –
BLOCKCHAIN TEAM
LEADER

Blockchain developer who works with

technology and R&D teams for

development, designing and building

solutions to leverage cross-asset

concepts and frameworks. Works on

emerging technologies and creates

performance metrics for measuring

blockchain performance.

Excels in multiple blockchain platforms

and frameworks including Hyperledger

Fabric, Hyperledger Besu (Lacchain),

Hyperledger Burrow, Hyperledger Indy,

Hyperledger Explorer, Hyperledger

Sawtooth, Hyperledger Iroha, Hedera

Hashgraph, Ripple, Quorum, Corda. EOS,

OpenChain, Ethereum (ERC- 20, ERC-

721, ERC1404), NEO, Stellar, Binance

Chain (BEP2, BEP20), TRON (TRC10,

TRC20, TRC-721).
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A leading blockchain architect and an

experienced developer with a

demonstrated history of working in the

computer software industry. Skilled in

Blockchain Platforms (Hyperledger fabric

/ Sawtooth / Indy, Ethereum, Quorum,

Monax) and Integration Technologies

WebSphere ESB, Data Power, API

Connect, Integration Bus, Java Message

Service (JMS), and Linux System

Administration. 

Have a strong Engineering professional

with a Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech)

focused in Computer Science from Uttar

Pradesh Technical University.

ABHINAV GARG – 
BLOCKCHAIN CONSULTANT
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CONCLUSION

Galileo Travel Futures has laid the

foundation for an innovative and unique

method of leveraging the versatility and

security of blockchain. This will not only

allow consumers all over the world to

enjoy experiences and accommodations

in the future but will also provide a way

for travel and tourism to reach a whole

new audience. 
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